Section Meeting
Acute Kidney Injury

Wednesday 16th March 2016
ISICEM Brussels Meeting Centre (glass entrance)
Rue Mont des Arts, 1000 Brussels

16.00-18.00 hrs
Room 204

Minutes:

Present:
L Forni (Chair), M Joannidis (Deputy), M Schetz, J Skytte Larsson, P Honore, A Schneider, T Rimmele, M Arbin, S Stads, S Vaara, M Darmon, J Prowle.

Welcome & Introduction
Professor Forni welcomed all to the meeting in particular new members and hoped that they will play a major role in the section’s future!

ESICM LIVES 2016: Programme Planning Progress
Progress thus far was outlined. Currently the AKI section has 4 Thematic Sessions 1 State of the ART, 1 Clinical Challenge and 1 Debate. Discussion centred on the subject of the debate and consensus was that Timing was a good topic!
The difficulties regarding commitments per speaker was outlined with the directive being at least two commitments per speaker. Final decisions are awaited but some invitations have been sent out.

ESICM LIVES 2016: PG Course
The outline of the course was discussed. LF outlined that in previous years the feedback from the course has been excellent but most candidates suggested more case based discussion. It was suggested that this coupled with group discussion could be
facilitated. LF will outline the plan if the course is supported but the speakers will have to invest some time in its development!!

**ESICM Research Awards**
Both Martini and Prove have been accepted for review by the trials group and so we have 2 proposals which increases visibility of the section. The trials group is a major advance for the society and should be supported by the section: all agree to this aim.

**New ESICM Research Award**
This was also outlined. LF stressed that proposals had to come from the section and this generated great interest from the floor!. LF suggested that proposals were sent to him and then he would send them all out for voting on and the most popular would be submitted.

**Prevention of AKI Guidelines update**
MJ updated with regard to this. The final version is close and will be circulated in early April with a one week turnaround. All those participating in this will be acknowledged. So people were urged to participate! Debate then focused on our section and that we should be encouraging both more submissions but also a drive to publish position points as well as consensus articles. It was felt that in this regard we are somewhat behind our colleagues!. Therefore we will be seeking topics and then volunteering authors!

**Research Update : AKI-EPI, PEACE etc**
PEACE is awaiting a few minor fixes to enable final data entry: at present 1800 patients are entered, 400 of which are on RRT which makes it the largest prospective study so far. Hopefully this number will grow. It was made clear that all who have submitted data will be acknowledged.

**Proposals from the floor**
Discussion turned to the upcoming section elections and the call for candidates. There is significant interest so that is healthy for the section.

LF stated that it had been a great honour for him to serve as section chair and that he hoped that he had done a good job!
AOB
Next meeting during Lives ESICM 2016.

Lui G Forni & M Joannidis